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 Introduction 
 

Welcome to Web Dynpro/SAP GUI for HTML Tiles on FLP - Troubleshooting Guide.  

In white paper How to Add a WebGui for HTML App to Fiori and How to Add a Web Dynpro application to Fiori 

Launchpad, you learnt how to create a SAP GUI for HTML/Web Dynpro tile. 

In this white paper, we will introduce how the Fiori Launchpad processes the navigation on the SAP GUI for 

HTML/Web Dynpro tiles, how to do the troubleshooting and how to handle some typical errors. 

 

Chapter 1  
Understand the Navigation 

 

As Fiori Launchpad uses intent navigation, means when you open an SAP GUI for HTML tile or a Web Dynpro tile, 

you will only see the intent is appended to the Fiori Launchpad URL on your browser, like this: 

https://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/ui2/flp#<semantic object>-<action> 

The target app URL can be observed via http trace. In this chapter, we will introduce how the navigation is done 

and how to check the navigation through http trace, to find out the target app URL that the Fiori Launchpad is 

trying to launch inside the FLP framework. 

 

1.1 Understand how the target app URL is generated 
 

The target app URL may have different hostname and port than the Fiori Launchpad URL. The hostname and 

port are defined in a type H RFC destination (generally only required by hub deployment). The picture below 

shows how the target app URL is generated from a tile. 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/gZ-5Gg
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/elmKGw
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/x/elmKGw
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Figure 1 Generating Target App URL 

 

In a tile configuration, if intent navigation (semantic object navigation) is used, a Semantic Object and an Action 

will be maintained. In a target mapping that has the same Semantic Object and Action, it will contain the target 

app information and the System Alias. The hostname, port and client information of the target system are 

maintained in the type H RFC destination and the naming convention of the RFC should be <System Alias>_HTTP 

(for http protocol) and <System Alias>_HTTPS (for https protocol). Regarding how to create RFC destination 

please refer to help document. 

If you have multiple different system aliases maintained in different target mappings while they represent the 

same back-end system, then the table /UI2/ALIASMAP can be used to map different system aliases to one target 

system alias, so that you only need to create one <Target System Alias>_HTTP and/or <Target System 

Alias>_HTTPS. The table /UI2/V_ALIASMAP can be maintained via transaction SM30. You can find more details 

in help document and best practices in documents below: 

Embedded Deployment: Maintain System Aliases for Backend Catalogs - SAP Help Portal 

Standalone Deployment: Set Up RFC Connections to a Backend System - SAP Help Portal 

 Note 

 

In the following cases, the target app URL will have the same host, port and client as the 

Fiori Launchpad URL: 

• There is no System Alias maintained in the target mapping configuration 

• In table /UI2/V_ALIASMAP, the source system alias (maintained in the target 

mapping) is mapped to an empty target system alias 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/a7b390faab1140c087b8926571e942b7/latest/en-US/4103c832092c4d2da22adb8ddefccbc7.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a7b390faab1140c087b8926571e942b7/latest/en-US/c24f901136e74a9bb8364a001a146642.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/22bbe89ef68b4d0e98d05f0d56a7f6c8/latest/en-US/2157d9b91c4c46da93a3cc5e5ea8fc2a.html
https://help.sap.com/viewer/22bbe89ef68b4d0e98d05f0d56a7f6c8/latest/en-US/2d572e85b10d4e65bcc54c4852eb2d90.html
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• There is no type H RFC destination with the required naming convention above 

defined in SM59 

 

While configuring type H RFC destination, please be aware: 

• The host maintained in the type H RFC destination should be FQDN (Fully Qualified Domain Name) 

instead of IP address (refer to KBA 2512087) 

• Do not maintain message server hostname in the Host field as it will cause a redirection while opening 

back-end app which is not supported by FLP (refer to KBA 3147576)  

• You need to ensure the target app URL (with the host and port maintained in the type H RFC 

destinations) is accessible by end users from their browsers. And can be securely accessed (means there 

is no certificate error) 

 

 Note 

 

• FLP uses the values maintained in type H RFC destinations to generate target 

app URL. The connection test in SM59 for these destinations is not useful and 

does not have to be successful 

 

Some scenarios & best practices: 

a. You are using embedded deployment (front-end and back-end are on the same system). 

In the maintenance view /UI2/V_ALIASMAP, assure that there is a record for every Alias that will be 

used, and that the Target System Alias column is empty/blank.  

 

Figure 2 View /UI2/V_ALIASMAP 

 

With this configuration, the target app URL generated by Fiori Launchpad will be a relative path (a 

URL without hostname/port). 

*How to check the generated target app URL will be introduced in 1.2 Check Navigation via HTTP 

trace. 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2512087
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3147576
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Figure 3 Start_up request 

 

And as a result, target app will be called with the same hostname and port as Fiori Launchpad URL. 

 

Figure 4 Calling target app 

 

Please also refer to KBA: 

2931995 - Configuration Checklist for SAP GUI for HTML Transactions, WebDynpro Applications and 

WebClient UI Applications – Embedded deployment option 

 

 

b. You are using hub deployment and using web dispatcher to route requests to back-end. Hence 

you want the <Target App URL> has the web dispatcher hostname and port. 

Ensure in the relevant type H RFC destination, the web dispatcher hostname and port are 

maintained.  

 

1.2 Check Navigation via HTTP trace 
 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2931995
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This section, we will use an example to explain how to check the navigation configuration of SAP GUI for 

HTML/Web Dynpro apps via HTTP trace. 

1. Open an SAP GUI for HTML or Web Dynpro app, it will open the app with intent navigation. You will see 

the target mapping is added behind the Fiori Launchpad URL like this:  

https://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/ui2/flp#test_su01-display 

 

Figure 5 Intent navigation 

 

2. Open Chrome DevTools (by pressing F12), and then refresh this page to collect network trace.  

In the network trace, filter with keyword start_up. You can find a start_up request which has parameter 

so(means semantic object) and action like below. The result of this request explains how the navigation 

of this tile works. 

 

Figure 6 Start_up request in network trace 

3. Select the request. On the right-hand panel, choose the “Preview” tab to check the result. 
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Figure 7 Result preview of start_up request 

 

In this result, we can get the following information: 

1. In the start_up request above 

(https://<host>:<port>/sap/bc/ui2/start_up?so=test_su01&action=display), it returns all the 

target mappings assigned to the end user via catalogs, having semantic object test_su01 and 

action display. In this example, there is only one. 

2. The target mapping is from catalog ZTEST_JC. 

3. The application type maintained in the target mapping is TR (means transaction). So the 

generated target URL will be a webgui URL. Other possible entries are SAPUI5 or WD for 

WebDynpro applications 

4. The System Alias maintained in this target mapping is ABC. 

5. For the System Alias ABC, the corresponding type H RFC destination on the system is 

S4DCLNT900_HTTPS. And in S4DCLNT900_HTTPS, the hostname maintained is <target 

hostname> (for data protection reason this information was masked), port is 8443 and client is 

900. 

 Note 

 

• In this example, because in table /UI2/V_ALIASMAP, the system alias ABC is mapped to 

S4DCLNT900. So, in this case, the system will try to find the type H RFC via name 

S4DCLNT900_HTTP and/or S4DCLNT900_HTTPS. 

 
 

• If there is no mapping relationship maintained for system alias ABC in table 

/UI2/V_ALIASMAP, the system will try to find type H RFC via name ABC_HTTP or ABC_HTTPS. 

 

6. As a result, the generated target app URL is https://<target 

hostname>:8443/sap/bc/gui/sap/its/webgui;……….&sap-client=900&….. 
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And in the trace, you will see this target app URL is called afterwards: 

 

Figure 8 Target app URL is called 

 

So, this is the app URL opened within the Fiori Launchpad framework and you may check if this URL is 

what you expected. E.g., check if the target hostname, port and client are correct. 

If the URL is not what you expected, then you may check the configurations accordingly. Based on the 

start_up request result, you will know which configuration you should check first. 

 Note 

 

If the start_up request above returns multiple target mappings that means the target 

mappings with same semantic object and action are maintained in multiple catalogs 

and the end user has those catalogs assigned in his PFCG roles. In this case, to avoid 

conflict, you should make sure the generated target app URL for those target mappings 

should be the same. 
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Chapter 2  
Typical Problems and Troubleshooting 

 

In this chapter, we list some typical problems/errors with Web Dynpro / SAP GUI for HTML tiles on Fiori 

Launchpad. For each problem, we will explain the common cause of the problem, introduce how to solve the 

issues, and link you to the relevant KBAs/documents. 

 

2.1 The webpage at ... might be temporarily down or it may have moved 
permanently to a new web address. 
 

Issue:  

When you open an SAP GUI for HTML app or a Web Dynpro app from Fiori Launchpad, you get an error: 

The webpage at <Target App URL> might be temporarily down or it may have moved permanently to a new web 

address. 

 

Figure 9 The webpage might be temporarily down 

 

Cause:  

Cause 1: The <Target App URL> above is not accessible through your network environment. This generally 

happens when you are using public network to access Fiori Launchpad, while due to a misconfiguration the FLP 

is generating the <Target APP URL> with the hostname and port that can only be accessed via intranet. 

Cause 2: The <Target App URL> above has certificate error. This means when you copy the <Target App URL> 

and open it directly in a new browser tab, you can see message “Your connection is not private” (on chrome 

browser) or “This site is not secure” (on IE browser) and in the Security tab of the DevTools on chrome browser, 

you can see the message “This page is not secure (broken HTTPS)”. 
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Figure 10 Certificate error 

 

Solution: 

Step 1: You may firstly check if the <Target App URL> above is the expected URL, especially the hostname and 

port. You can refer to Chapter 1 to check the navigation configurations to ensure the generated <Target App 

URL> meets your expectation. Ensure the <Target App URL> is accessible when you open it directly on your 

browser. E.g. If your back-end can only be accessible through web dispatcher or any other proxy, please ensure 

the type H RFC is configured properly, for more details please refer to the KBA below: 

2510639 - Unable to access WebDynpro or WebGUI apps via Fiori Launchpad on external connection 

Step 2: Fix the certificate issue on the target app URL 

You need to make sure when you directly open the <Target App URL>, the page can be opened properly without 

any certificate/SSL issue. To fix the SSL issue, the common solution is to get a CA signed certificate for the back-

end system (KBA: 3040959 - How to get a CA signed server certificate in ABAP). 

More detailed explanation and workaround of this issue can be found in the KBA below: 

2622053 - The webpage at https://xxxxx might be temporarily down or it may have moved permanently to a 

new web address. 

 

 

2.2 Single Sign-On 
 

Issue: 

Launching a Web Dynpro or SAP GUI for HTML application from Fiori Launchpad returns a logon screen to 

request username and password of the back-end system. 

 

Cause: 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2510639
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/3040959
https://sap-my.sharepoint.com/personal/jessie_xu02_sap_com/Documents/Documents/SAP/Fiori/WhitePapers/launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2622053
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The application resides on a back-end system which is not the same system as Fiori Launchpad, and SSO (Single 

Sign-On) is not configured. 

 

Solution： 

You should enter credentials for back-end system to log on OR configure SSO to access the system(s).  

The help document below provides different options to achieve SSO. You may discuss with your basis/security 

team to select the option suites your company/organization best. 

User Authentication and Single Sign-On (SSO) - SAP Help Portal 

 

2.3 Mixed Content 
 

Issue:  

SAP GUI for HTML/Web Dynpro app cannot be opened and there is the error in browser console: 

Mixed Content: The page at 'https://<URL>' was loaded over HTTPS, but requested an insecure frame 

'https://<URL>'. This request has been blocked; the content must be served over HTTPS. 

 

Figure 11 "Mixed Content" error 

 

Cause: 

FLP is opened via https protocol while it is trying to open a target app URL with http protocol which is not 

allowed. 

 

Solution: 

https://help.sap.com/viewer/93d677d2f3cd4719aa2f0feaed8a914d/latest/en-US/ecbcaa539fe03543e10000000a44538d.html
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Workaround: Use http protocol to load Fiori Launchpad.  

If you want to use https protocol, you need to check why the generated target app URL is in http protocol and 

correct the configurations accordingly to ensure the generated target app URL is using https protocol. 

You can use http trace to check the navigation as explained in Chapter 1.  

In the example below, with the start_up result, we can know the system alias ABC has been mapped to 

S4DCLNT900 and the start_up only gets one type H RFC destination S4D_CLNT900_HTTP which is for http 

protocol. Hence even FLP is using https, the target app URL is still generated with http protocol.  

 

Figure 12 start_up result contains http protocol only 

 

Then in this case, you will need to create another type H RFC destination in SM59 with name 

S4DCLNT900_HTTPS (maintain target hostname, port, and active SSL) to solve the issue. After that you will see 

the result like below and the issue will be solved: 
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Figure 13 start_up result after adding type H RFC for https protocol 

 

If the Fiori Launchpad and Web Dynpro/WebGUI application's URL is routed through a Web Dispatcher or other 

reverse proxy, please assure that end to end SSL is used. Please find more details and other possible solutions in 

KBA 2451316 - Mixed Content error when accessing Web Dynpro or Web GUI Application 

 

2.4 Launch transactions via native GUI in SAP Business Client 
 

Issue:  

You are using Fiori Launchpad in SAP Business Client. While opening an SAP GUI tile, 

• You would like to launch the transaction using embedded SAP GUI for Windows. 

• You get the pop-up message: SAP GUI for Windows cannot be started, therefore SAP Business Client fails 

back to SAP GUI for HTML. 

 

Cause: 

The issue generally happens when type 3 RFC destination is missing. 

As mentioned in help document, you need a type 3 RFC destination configured with naming convention <system 

alias>_RFC when you integrate the launchpad in SAP Business Client and would like to launch SAP GUI 

transactions using embedded SAP GUI for Windows. If only type H RFC destination is configured, the tile can only 

be launched with webgui mode (SAP GUI for HTML).  

Also, the Fiori Launchpad should be integrated in SAP Business Client. If FLP is opened via quick launch, then the 

SAP GUI tiles can only be launched with SAP GUI for HTML (Web GUI). 

 

Solution: 

https://service.sap.com/sap/support/notes/2451316
https://help.sap.com/viewer/a7b390faab1140c087b8926571e942b7/latest/en-US/4103c832092c4d2da22adb8ddefccbc7.html
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Please refer to KBA 2676824 - How to launch SAP GUI transactions from Fiori Launchpad using embedded SAP 

GUI for Windows in SAP Business Client 

Tips: You can refer to Chapter 1, use HTTP trace to check start_up request to find out the <System Alias> of the 

target mapping more quickly and check in SM30 -> view /UI2/V_ALIASMAP to find out if the <System Alias> is 

mapped to a <Target System Alias>.  

In the example in section 1.2, from start_up result, we can see the System Alias maintained in the target 

mapping is ABC. And ABC is mapped to target system alias S4DCLNT900, then in that case a type 3 RFC 

destination with name S4DCLNT900_RFC should be configured to enable the tile to be launched with native GUI 

from FLP integrated in SAP Business Client. 

 

2.5 Incorrect language 
 

Issue:  

When opening a SAP GUI for HTML (WebGUI), Web Dynpro, URL or Web Client UI tile from the Fiori Launchpad, 

the apps are not translated to desired language. 

 

Cause: 

An RFC destination relevant to the System Alias has the language specified, or the back-end system's language 

installation process was not completed. 

 

Solution: 

Please refer to KBA 2742144 - Fiori WebGUI/WebDynpro/URL tile opens in the incorrect language 

Tips: For the steps 1&2 in the KBA, you can also refer to Chapter 1, use HTTP trace to check start_up request to 

find out the affected type H RFC destination more quickly.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2676824
https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2742144

